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Abstract— Supervised classification of hyperspectral
images (HSI) is a very challenging task due to the existence of
noisy and mixed spectral characteristics. Recently, the widely
developed spectral unmixing techniques offer the possibility to
extract spectral mixture information at a subpixel level, which
can contribute to the categorization of seriously mixed spectral
pixels. Besides, it has been demonstrated that the discrimination
between different materials will be improved by integrating
the geometry and structure information, which can be derived
from the variance between neighboring pixels. Furthermore,
by incorporating the spatial context, the superpixel-based
spectral–spatial similarity information can be used to smooth
classification results in homogeneous regions. Therefore, a novel
fusion framework for HSI classification that combines subpixel,
pixel, and superpixel-based complementary information is
proposed in this paper. Here, both feature fusion and decision
fusion schemes are introduced. For the feature fusion scheme, the
first step is to extract subpixel-level, pixel-level, and superpixel-
level features from HSI, respectively. Then, the multiple feature-
induced kernels are fused to form one composite kernel, which
is incorporated with a support vector machine (SVM) classifier
for label assignment. For the decision fusion scheme, class
probabilities based on three different features are estimated by
the probabilistic SVM classifier first. Then, the class probabilities
are adaptively fused to form a probabilistic decision rule for
classification. Experimental results tested on different real HSI
images can demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed fusion
schemes in improving discrimination capability, when compared
with the classification results relied on each individual feature.

Index Terms— Decision fusion, feature fusion, hyperspectral
image (HSI) classification, pixel, subpixel, superpixel.

I. INTRODUCTION

HYPERSPECTRAL sensors are now able to collect hun-
dreds of spectral bands, corresponding to a wide range
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of wavelengths, for the same area of land cover. This type
of imagery offers the detailed ground information in both the
spectral and spatial domains. Thus, it has been widely used in
remote sensing applications, e.g., urban mapping, environment
monitoring, object identification, and military defense [1], [2].

In the last decades, hyperspectral image (HSI) classification
has been an active area of research in a remote sensing
analysis domain. Discriminative approaches have been widely
developed in the literature. For instance, the support vec-
tor machine (SVM) [3] and the multinomial logistic regres-
sion (MLR) [4] are among the most widely used classifiers
for HSI, which categorize pixels in the image scene according
to spectral similarity between test and training samples.

However, one important problem in the HSI classification
domain, i.e., the presence of mixed pixels, makes accurate
classification to be a tough task. That is, if a pixel is highly
mixed, it is very difficult to identify spectral signals, since
it is not easily separable between different classes. One
optional solution to this problem is to develop subpixel-based
approaches [5]–[9]. Based on the assumption that each spectral
signal reflects the response of multiple underlying materials,
different unmixing techniques [10]–[13] have been developed
to estimate the abundance fractions (AFs) of pure spectral
signals (called as endmembers). With the estimated AFs,
the spectral mixture phenomenon of each specific pixel can be
described at a subpixel level. Then, the AFs are combined with
classical classifiers, e.g., SVM and MLR, to determine the final
classification results. Despite the important advances reported
in the spectral unmixing literature, it is indicated in [6] and [9]
that only a moderate improvement in classification accuracies
is presented if only the unmixing-based spectral composition
information is considered. This should own to the difficulties
in determining the exact number of spectral endmembers and
properly identifying the pure spectral components, especially
when the scene is dominated by both noisy and mixed pixels.
Therefore, it is essential to integrate other complementary
information or fusing multiple classifiers for more robust and
accurate classification results, instead of only relying on the
spectral unmixing technique.

In addition, the increase in spectral intraclass variability
and the decrease in interclass separation also make it difficult
to distinguish between different land covers. To improve the
discrimination, it is of great interest to develop effective
spatial–spectral feature extraction techniques and spectral–
spatial classifiers [14]–[18]. Among them, a trend has been
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oriented toward to the investigation of morphological pro-
file (MP)-based features, which are built via the dimension
reduction and morphological transformation. The introduction
of the MP to deal with the HSI classification is initially pro-
posed in [15] and [17]. Inspired by the works in [15] and [17],
more variance of the MP has been widely investigated in the
literature [19]–[21]). For instance, a compact representation of
the MP was obtained in [19] by calculating the differential
MP (DMP), which can reflect the variance between pixel
and its surroundings. The use of the MP-based features can
exploit the spatial structure and geometry information for
better classification results, which have also been included in
some multifeature fusion works [22], [23]. However, a main
limitation of the MP-based features is that they rely only on a
few extracted components, e.g., the first few components via
the principal component analysis (PCA) [24], which do not
fully utilize the spectral information in the HSI.

Recently, the superpixel-based HSI classification methods
attract much attention [25]–[30], which have demonstrated
effective in providing significant advantages to improve the
classification performance. Generally, each superpixel in HSI
corresponds to a set of spatially connected and spectrally
similar pixels within a shape-adaptive homogeneous region,
which can be accomplished via the oversegmentation meth-
ods [31]–[33]. After generating all the superpixels, one option
to assign the label for each superpixel is to combine the
pixelwise classification results and fusion rules. For instance,
with the majority voting (MV) rule, all pixels within one
superpixel are assigned to the most frequent class within this
region. More advanced works accomplish this process of a
label assignment, according to a distance metric measured
between pixels within each superpixel and each class of
training samples. For example, the works in [26] and [27]
construct the distance metric based on extended sparse rep-
resentation models, i.e., discriminative sparse model [26] and
multitask joint sparse model [27]. In [29], a set-to-set distance
is introduced based on the affine hull representation. These
approaches always present superiority in the classification
performance over the MV-based fusion strategy, due to the
joint use of both the spectral and the spatial information in
the process of classification. However, wrong label estima-
tion cannot be avoided if one superpixel contains more than
one category of spectral signals, due to the one label for
one-superpixel manner.

Based on the aforementioned analysis, it can be concluded
that the three types of features, i.e., subpixel-level spectral
mixture feature, pixel-level structure feature, and superpixel-
level spatial–spectral similarity feature, can characterize the
hyperspectral data from different aspects, as shown in Fig. 1.
Thus, a novel framework is proposed to integrate the com-
plementary information that is offered by each of the three
features, in this paper. By this way, it is able to take advantage
of multiple features and eliminate the drawbacks of the con-
ventional techniques that evolve each feature independently.
Despite the developed multifeature fusion works [34]–[36] and
multiclassifier fusion systems [37]–[39] for the HSI classifi-
cation in the literature, this is the first time to combine the
subpixel-level, pixel-level, and superpixel-level features in one

Fig. 1. Illustration of subpixel-, pixel-, and superpixel-based complementary
information.

framework. Specifically, an unsupervised spectral unmixing
technique is used to estimate the AFs of endmembers (pure
spectral), which can model the spectral mixture information at
a subpixel level. Besides, the DMP-based operator is applied
to extract the structure and geometry information, which can
reflect the pixel variance in neighborhood. In addition, shape-
adaptive homogeneous regions are generated to extract the
similar spectral–spatial information from a superpixel perspec-
tive. Then, both composite-kernel-based feature fusion and
probabilistic decision fusion schemes are presented for a final
label assignment, aiming at jointly using the three different
features to further increase classification accuracy.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section II presents the proposed classification approach,
including the processes of subpixel-level, pixel-level, and
superpixel-level feature extraction, and the introduced schemes
of feature fusion and decision fusion. Section III reports
the classification results obtained by the proposed fusion
schemes using different real hyperspectral data sets. Section IV
concludes this paper with some remarks and hints at future
research focus.

II. PROPOSED METHOD

The proposed fusion framework for the HSI classifica-
tion is summarized by the flowchart in Fig. 2. First, three
types of features, including the subpixel-level, pixel-level, and
superpixel-level features, are extracted from HSI, respectively.
Then, both feature fusion and decision fusion schemes are
introduced to combine the offered complementary information
by different features, resulting in the final classification map.
For simplicity, the proposed classification methods that use
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Fig. 2. Proposed fusion schemes to integrate subpixel-, pixel-, and superpixel-based complementary information for HSI classification.

feature fusion and decision fusion to combine the three types
of features is shorted by the SPS-FC and SPS-DC, respectively.
The detailed descriptions of generating different features and
the fusion rules are given in detail as follows.

A. Subpixel-Level Feature Extraction
In the proposed fusion schemes, the subpixel-level feature

is represented by fractional abundances, which are estimated
via performing the spectral unmixing technique. Here, a well-
known linear unmixing model [10] is adopted to characterize
spectral mixture in HSI, which is denoted as

xi =
p∑

e=1

�e
i Ee + ni (1)

where xi is a pixel at location i in HSI, p is the number of
endmembers, Ee denotes the spectral response of endmem-
ber e, �e is a scalar value corresponding to the fractional
abundance of the endmember e at the pixel xi , and ni is a
noise item. It is a very challenging issue to accurately estimate
the number of endmembers, p in the HSI. If the estimated
p̂ �= p, there will be possibilities that not all endmembers
are available, leading to the failure of fully constrained linear
spectral unmixing methods. Therefore, it is decided to resort
to partial unmixing techniques [44]–[46], e.g., mixture-tuned
matched filtering (MTMF) [46], which have shown a promis-
ing performance in the abundance estimation in this partial
unmixing situation. Following the work in [6], we first perform
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a minimum noise fraction-based dimensionality reduction and
then apply the unsupervised MTMF method to estimate the
fractional abundances of spectral endmembers via the orthog-
onal subspace projection algorithm. Specifically, given a num-
ber of endmembers, p, an unsupervised clustering algorithm
(i.e., k-means [47]) is used to divide all the pixels into
p clusters. By this unsupervised manner, all the spectral infor-
mation in HSI can be better exploited than individually using
the training samples. Then, the centroid of each associated
cluster, denoted as Ee (e = 1, 2, . . . , p), is regarded as each
“endmember.” Finally, the MTMF estimates the AF �i of Ee

for each specific xi by

�e
i = ((

ET
e R−1 Ee

)−1
R−1 Ee

)T
xi

s.t., R = 1

N

N∑

i=1

xixT
i (2)

where R is the correlation matrix, and N is the number of
all pixels in HSI. By (2), the fractional abundances, �i =
[�1

i , . . . ,�
p
i ], for each pixel xi can be estimated. As a

result, the subpixel-level spectral mixture feature, zsub
i , can

be generated, zsub
i = �i .

B. Pixel-Level Feature Extraction

The pixel-level feature is extracted via the DMPs [19],
which is derived from the construction of MPs. First of all,
the operation of MP is briefly reviewed here. Specifically,
an MP is composed of an opening profile (OP) and a closing
profile (CP). The OP with L scales at pixel xi forms an
L-dimensional image, and so does the CP operator. When
conducting the operation of MP to hyperspectral data, the PCA
is widely used as a preprocessing step to generate the base
images. Since the first three PCs contain the most significant
information, they are used to form the base images, denoted as
I = {I1, I2, I3}. Let I1 represent the first PC, the morpholog-
ical opening and closing operated on I1 is denoted as γ (I1)
and φ(I1), respectively. Considering a family of increasing
structural elements (SEs), Q = {Qλ : λ = 0, . . . , L}, where
Qλ represents the varying radius of the disk-shaped scalar
values used in the filtering

M Pγ = {
M Pλ

γ = γ λ(I1)
}

M Pφ = {
M Pλ

φ = φλ(I1)
}
. (3)

As the derivative of MPs, the DMPs can be regarded as a
measurement of the gray value variation of the MPs for every
step of an increasing SE series, which can better extract the
multiscale structure characteristics. Based on (3), the DMPs
can be represented as

DMPγ (I1) = {|M Pλ
γ (I1) − M Pλ−1

γ (I1)|
}

DMPφ(I1) = {|M Pλ
φ (I1) − M Pλ−1

φ (I1)|
}

s.t., λ = 1, . . . , L . (4)

Then, DMPγ and DMPφ generated from the first three
PCs are stacked to represent the structural feature. Finally,
a (3 × 2L)-dimensional feature vector is obtained for each

pixel, represented as

DMPI = {
DM P(I1), DM P(I2), DM P(I3)

}

s.t., DM P(I1) = {
DMPλ

γ (I1), DMPλ
φ(I1)

}

DM P(I2) = {
DMPλ

γ (I2), DMPλ
φ(I2)

}

DM P(I3) = {
DMPλ

γ (I3), DMPλ
φ(I3)

}
. (5)

By this way, the pixel-level structure feature can be represented
as zpix

i = DMPI (xi ).

C. Superpixel-Level Feature Extraction

To extract a superpixel-level feature, the first step is
to oversegment the whole image into multiple nonoverlap-
ping regions, where each region corresponds to one super-
pixel. In the literature, there are several popular superpixel
segmentation algorithms [31], [40]–[43]. Among them, the
watershed [40] and mean-shift [41] methods produce super-
pixels with irregular sizes and shapes, which tend to strad-
dle multiple objects. The tuborpixel algorithm [42] involves
boundary curves in the image to generate superpixels of a
similar regularity, and the work in [43] achieves the superpixel
segmentation through solving a GraphCut problem. Neverthe-
less, the tuborpixel and GraphCut methods tend to sacrifice
fine image details for their preference of smooth boundaries
in the segmentation maps [31]. Furthermore, by combin-
ing the entropy rate of a random walk on a graph and a
balancing term into one energy function, the entropy rate
superpixel (ERS) [31] can better balance the regularization
of superpixel shapes and the homogeneity of each superpixel.
Therefore, the ERS is adopted for oversegmentation in this
paper. Based on the first three PCs extracted via operating the
PCA, the ERS generates a subset of edges Es ∈ E by solving
a graph optimization problem, denoted as

max
Es

{H (Es) + λF(Es)}, s.t., Es ∈ E (6)

where H is the entropy rate of the random walk on graph G,
and F is a balancing term that encourages clusters with similar
sizes and reduces the number of unbalanced superpixels. Based
on the subset of edges Es , one superpixel map, S, can be
generated, which oversegments the spatial area into multiple
homogeneous patches. Then, each superpixel can be obtained
by grouping the spectral pixels within each homogeneous
patch Si . Since pixels in each superpixel are spatially spec-
trally similar, it is suggested to calculate the average spectral
to characterize the common spectral–spatial information. Let
Mi represent the number of pixels within Si , the mathematical
definition for this superpixel-level feature extraction can be
represented as

zsup
i = 1

Mi

∑

i∈Si

xi . (7)

D. Feature Fusion of Complementary Information

Here, the composite-kernel-based classifier is introduced to
effectively combine different features. As the most widely
used kernel, the radial basis function kernel is adopted to
construct the different kernels, K sub, K pix, and K sup. Take the
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subpixel-level feature, zi , as an example, the related kernel is
calculated by

K sub(zsub
i , zsub

j

) = exp

( − ∥∥zsub
i − zsub

j

∥∥2)

2σ 2 (8)

where exp(·) is an exponential operator. Similarly, the pixel-
level and superpixel-level feature kernels can also be con-
structed, denoted as K pix(zpix

i , zpix
j ) and K sup(zsup

i , zsup
j ),

respectively. Then, a composite kernel by averaging these three
kernels can be generated

K sps(zi , z j
) = μ1 K sub(zsub

i , zsub
j

) + μ2 K pix(zpix
i , zpix

j

)

+ μ3K sup(zsup
i , zsup

j

)
(9)

where μ j ( j ∈ [1, 2, 3]) are the weights of different kernels,
which are uniformly distributed in this paper, μ1 + μ2 +
μ3 = 1. By applying the composite kernel in (9), K sps,
the SVM-based [48] decision rule for each specific pixel can
be determined as follows:

f (x) =
Ntr∑

i=1

ci ai K sps(x, zi ) + b (10)

where Ntr is the number of training samples, ai is the Lagrange
multiplier, ci is the label for the i th test sample zi , and b is
the estimation bias.

E. Decision Fusion of Complementary Information

The pairwise SVM classifier [48] is first used to estimate the
initial class probabilities based on different features, denoted
as psub (subpixel-level feature), ppix (pixel-level feature),
and psup (superpixel-level feature), respectively. To adaptively
combine these class probabilities, certainty degree of class
probabilities (CDCPs) and the the confidence score of clas-
sifiers (CSCs) are introduced, which are described in detail as
follows.

1) Certainty Degree of Class Probabilities: The
CDCPs [37], [49] is used to indicate the classification
certainties for each specific pixel relied on different features.
Based on the probability estimation, it is believed that
a lower certainty degree should be assigned to the class
estimation if probabilities are uniformly distributed. In turn,
larger gaps between estimated probabilities indicate a higher
discriminative capability between different classes for the
current pixel. Take the class probabilities by the subpixel-
based estimation as an example, all the probabilities related
to a pixel xi are first sorted in a descending order, denoted
as {psub

1 , psub
2 , . . . , psub

C }. The similar operations are also
conducted on the pixel-level and superpixel-level features to
generate the sorted probability vectors. Then, the CDCPs for
estimating the class of pixel xi are defined as

dsub
i = psub

1 − 1

C − 1

c=C∑

c=2

psub
c

dpix
i = ppix

1 − 1

C − 1

c=C∑

c=2

ppix
c

dsup
i = psup

1 − 1

C − 1

c=C∑

c=2

psup
c (11)

where C is the number of classes, and dsub
i , dpix

i , and dsup
i

represent the CDCPs related to the subpixel-level, pixel-level,
and superpixel-level features, respectively.

2) Confidence Score of Classifiers: The introduction of
CSCs aims at adaptively assigning appropriate nonuniform
scores to each classifier based on different features, according
to the capability in discriminating various materials. Let the
CSCs represent as α = {αsub, αpix, αsup}, where αsub,
αpix, and αsup are related to the subpixel-level, pixel-level,
and superpixel-level features. This way, the weaker classifier
relied on less-discriminative feature will be assigned a lower
weight, and vice versa. For the estimation of α, the training
samples are uniformly divided into two parts, where one part
is used to train the classifier, and the other is used to test
the classification performance. Let the overall accuracies by
an SVM classifier with the subpixel-level, pixel-level, and
superpixel-level features be represented as O Asub, O Apix, and
O Asup, respectively. Then, the corresponding classifier weight
is calculated by

αsub = O Asub, αpix = O Apix, αsup = O Asup. (12)

Then, both the estimated CDCPs and CSCs are used to
generate joint class probabilities for xi , defined as

psps
i = dsub

i αsub

zi
psub

i + dpix
i αpix

zi
ppix

i + dsup
i αsup

zi
psup

i

s.t., zi = dsub
i αsub + dpix

i αpix + dsup
i αsup. (13)

Based on the joint probabilities, one easy way to determine
the final classification estimation for xi is according to the
maximum probability. However, wrong label assignment for
some isolate pixels will appear when very bad probability
estimation results are obtained by some of the three classifiers.
Following our previous work [39], it is suggested to refine the
final classification results via incorporating the Markov ran-
dom field (MRF) regularization. In the MRF-based framework,
the task of final label refinement can be typically represented
as a minimization of an energy function, denoted by

Ŷ = min

⎧
⎨

⎩
∑

xi∈X

Di (xi ) + β
∑

i, j∈Ni

Vi j (yi , y j )

⎫
⎬

⎭ . (14)

In (14), the data item can be rewritten as Di (xi ) =
−log p̂sps

i . The spatial item Vij (yi , y j ) is calculated by
Vij (yi , y j ) = 1−δ(yi , y j ), where δ(·, ·) is the Kronecker delta
function (δ(a, b) = 1 if a = b, and δ(a, b) = 0 otherwise).
The parameter β is used to balance both the data item and
the spatial item. The class labels can be obtained by minimiz-
ing (14) with graph-cut-based optimization algorithm1 in an
iterative manner [50]–[52]. In each iteration, the minimum cut
is used to optimally select a set of image pixels to change their
labels to a given label. By this way, the value of energy cost
function can be reduced gradually. Along with the iterations,
the final classification result, Ŷ, is obtained, if any change
of the labels will no longer lead to further minimization of
the energy cost function in (14). More details of the solution
to (14) in the context of HSI classification are thoroughly

1http://www.wisdom.weizmann.ac.il/∼bagon
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described in our previous work [39], as well as in some related
works [51]–[53].

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Hyperspectral Data Sets

Four HSIs, including the “ROSIS-03 University of Pavia,”
“AVIRIS Indian Pines,” “Houston University,” and “Pavia
Center,” are used to test the performance of the proposed
classification method.

1) University of Pavia: The “University of Pavia” image
was acquired by the ROSIS-03 sensor over the campus at the
University of Pavia, Italy. This image contains 103 spectral
bands after discarding the seriously noisy bands, and each
band is of size 610×340. The spatial resolution of this image is
1.3 m, and the spectral coverage ranges from 0.43 to 0.86 μm.

2) AVIRIS Indian Pines: The “AVIRIS Indian Pines”
image, which covers the agricultural Indian Pines test site in
Northwestern Indiana, was collected by the airborne visible
infrared imaging specrometer (AVIRIS) sensor. This image
is of size 145 × 145 × 220, which has a spatial resolu-
tion of 20 m and a spectral range from 0.2 to 2.4 μm.
Before the classification, 20 spectral bands (i.e., 104th–108th,
150th–163rd, and 220th) are discarded due to the water
absorption.

3) Houston University: The “Houston University” image
was acquired over the Houston University campus and its
neighboring area, which was distributed by the 2013 GRSS
Data Fusion Contest. It contains 144 spectral bands in the
380–1050 nm region, and 349 × 1905 pixels with a spatial
resolution of 2.5 m. Heavy shadows contained in the observed
data were removed, and a subregion sized 349 × 1300 was
retained for classification. This image is an urban data set,
with most of the land covers consisting of man-made objects.

4) Pavia Center: The third data set was also collected by
the ROSIS optical sensor over a different location in the
city center of Pavia, Italy. The flight was also operated by
DLR in the HySens framework. The number of data channels
in the acquired image is 102 (with a spectral range from
0.43 to 0.86 μm), and the spatial resolution is again 1.3 m
per pixel. This image is used in the 2008 IEEE Geoscience
and Remote Sensing Data Fusion Technical Committee con-
test due to rich structures and details are contained in this
image.

B. Parameter Discussion

The parameter setting in the proposed fusion schemes for
the HSI classification is given as follows. To construct the
pixel-level structure feature, the radii of the disk-shaped SEs
in (3) are empirically varied starting from 1 with a step
size of 2, and the scale number, L, in (4) is set to be 10.
To extract the subpixel-level feature, the number of clusters,
p, is set to be 2 × C , where C is the number of classes in
the HSI image. In addition, another two important parameters,
Nc (used for determining the number of superpixels) and β
(used to balance the data item and spatial item in (14)), should
be predefined. Here, the effect of these two parameters on

Fig. 3. False-color composite images and reference maps
for (a) and (b) University of Pavia image and (c) and (d) Indian Pines
image.

TABLE I

NUMBERS OF SAMPLES IN DIFFERENT CLASSES IN THE UNIVERSITY

OF PAVIA IMAGE AND INDIAN PINES IMAGE

the classification performance is analyzed by evaluating the
classification accuracies on two widely used test data sets,
“University of Pavia” and “AVIRIS Indian Pines” (as shown
in Fig. 3). The reference classes are shown in Table I, and
the reference maps are given in Fig. 3. For each test image,
a balanced training set was constructed by randomly choosing
varying pixels, with the number of training samples for each
class (Mtr) varying between a range of [10, 30, 50]. The overall
classification accuracies, in terms of the overall accuracy (OA),
average accuracy (AA), and kappa coefficient (k), are shown
in Fig. 4.

In terms of the parameter β, it is easy to notice from Fig. 4
that the classification accuracies can be improved obviously
when growing the value of β from 0 to 0.5. This demonstrates
that the introduction of the spatial item in (14) can effectively
correct some wrong labels, leading to the improvement of the
overall classification result. In addition, decrease or unstable
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Fig. 4. Effect of the parameters, Nc and β, on the proposed SPS-DC method. Classification accuracies of (a) and (b) University of Pavia image and
(c) and (d) Indian Pines image when varying the number of samples for each class (Mtr ∈ [10, 50]) are used for training.

trend will appear when continuing to increase β to be values
that are larger than 1, especially when training samples are
limited, i.e., Mtr = 10. This is because larger value of β may
lead to an oversmoothing classification map. In the following
experiments, β = 1 is set to be the default parameter, since
this setting can result in high classification accuracies with
varying numbers of training samples for different data sets.

Another parameter, Nc , is used to determine the number
of superpixels. Let M × N represent the spatial size of test
HSI image, the predefined number of superpixel is set to be
(M × N/Nc). Generally, a smaller value of Nc determines
a larger number of superpixels, leading that each superpixel
contains more pixels, and vice versa. However, a much larger
Nc value easily leads under segmentation. In addition, too
much smaller value of Nc may cause that each superpixel
cannot provide enough spatial information for expected clas-
sification. Therefore, an appropriate estimation for the number
of superpixels is important for an accurate classification. Take
a closer look at Fig. 4, it can be seen that the data set of
Pavia University prefers a larger value of Nc for a better
classification result, but a much larger Nc value will lead
to an obvious accuracy reduction for the data set of Indian
Pines. This is reasonable since the characters of these two
image scenes varied largely, and the Indian Pines image mainly
contains homogenous areas, while the University of Pavia
consists of more structures and details. In common, relative
high classification accuracies can be obtained by setting Nc

as the values between a range of [100, 300]. Thus, Nc is set
to be 100 for the rest of experiments.

C. Effect of Combining Multiple Features for Classification

In this section, the complementary properties of the afore-
mentioned multiple features and the necessity of combining

multiple features are investigated. According to the related
descriptions in Section II, each individual subpixel-level, pixel-
level, and superpixel-level feature combined with the SVM
classifier is used to estimate the labels for all pixels in the
scene. Besides, the three types of features are integrated in
both the proposed feature fusion-based classifier and deci-
sion fusion-based classifier, i.e., the SPS-FC and SPS-DC.
To objectively evaluate the classification results, three metrics
of the OA, AA, and k coefficient are used. Besides, the stan-
dard deviation (SD) of the classification accuracies over ten
runs (shorted by the OA-SD, AA-SD, and κ-SD, respectively)
is also reported, to demonstrate the robustness of the proposed
method.

From Fig. 5, it can be seen that the classification perfor-
mance by the subpixel-based classifier (SUB-C), pixel-based
classifier (PIX-C), and superpixel-based classifier (SUP-C)
varies in different data sets. For the University of Pavia image,
the superpixel-level and pixel-level feature outperforms the
subpixel-level feature in terms of class discrimination. But
with the decrease of training samples, the classification results
by the PIX-C, SUB-C, and SUP-C are becoming competitive.
When it comes to the Indian Pines image, the superpixel-level
feature dominates the advantage, which always presents higher
classification accuracies than the result that is dependent on
each of the other two features. This should own to that
homogeneous regions occupy the majority in the scene of
Indian Pines, while more structural details are contained in
the University of Pavia. Besides, it can be concluded that
the advantages taken by integrating three types of features
are more obvious in the case of Mtr = 10. This exposes
one appealing property of the proposed fusion schemes in
classifying HSIs, when limited training samples are avail-
able. Overall, the proposed fusion frameworks can always
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Fig. 5. Classification results of (a) University of Pavia image and (b) Indian Pines image based on different features and fusion schemes. The training
samples for each class vary between 10 and 50, Mtr ∈ [10, 30, 50].

TABLE II

CLASSIFICATION ACCURACIES (%) OF THE UNIVERSITY OF PAVIA IMAGE
WITH THE SUB-C, PIX-C, SUP-C, SPS-FC, AND SPS-DC METHODS

obtain the best results in terms of classification accuracies
when all the considered features were combined. This is
expected because subpixel-level, pixel-level, and superpixel-
level features provide complementary information, which can
be jointly exploited with the proposed fusion schemes for
better classification results.

In addition, the classification accuracies for each specific
class in these two data sets are presented in Tables II and III,
to further demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed fusion
schemes in improving class-specific separation. Here, ten sam-
ples per class are selected for training and the rest samples are
used for testing, i.e., Mtr = 10. Due to that these three types of
features can reflect the discriminative information of HSIs in
different aspects, these features have their own advantages and
disadvantages in categorizing various classes. Take the Univer-
sity of Pavia image for example. The classification accuracy
for the third category with the pixel-level feature is 87.91%,
while the results based on each of the other two features
are 72.09% and 76.51%, respectively. However, the accuracy
generated by PIX-C is only 71.61% when classifying the
sixth class, which is less superior to the SUB-C and SUP-C,
i.e., 88.34% and 85.43%, respectively. By applying the pro-
posed SPS-FC and SPS-DC schemes, the accuracies for
categorizing the third class in the University of Pavia can

TABLE III

CLASSIFICATION ACCURACIES (%) OF THE INDIAN PINES IMAGE WITH
THE SUB-C, PIX-C, SUP-C, SPS-FC, AND SPS-DC METHODS

achieve up to 96.08% and 98.12%, and meanwhile 91.76%
and 96.54% for the sixth class, respectively. Overall, the pro-
posed fusion schemes can generate higher accuracies for
the majority of classes (eight out of nine classes in the
University of Pavia image and all classes in the Indian
Pines image), when compared with the results relied on
each of the three features only. This can demonstrate the
effectiveness of the proposed fusion schemes in the improve-
ment of classification results, which should benefit from the
integration of subpixel-level, pixel-level, and superpixel-level
features.

D. Comparison Results by Different Classification Methods

Here, the classification results by the proposed fusion-based
methods are visually and quantitatively compared with both
the classical and state-of-the-art classifiers, including the
SVM [3], shape-adaptive dictionary learning (SADL) [55],
generalized composite kernel-based multivariate logistic
regression (GCK-MLR) [34], multiple nonlinear feature
learning (MNFL) with multivariate logistic regression [23],
superpixel-based classification via multiple kernels
(SC-MK) [36], decision fusion classification based on
joint collaborative representation and SVM (JCR-SVM)
models [56], and the probabilistic fusion classification
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Fig. 6. Classification results for the University of Pavia image with Mtr = 50. Classification maps generated by different compared methods. (a) SVM [3],
OA = 84.17. (b) SADL [55], OA = 91.03. (c) GCK-MLR [34], OA = 96.01. (d) MNFL [23], OA = 95.87. (e) SC-MK [36], OA = 96.20. (f) JCR-SVM [56],
OA = 92.13. (g) PSPFC [39], OA = 96.66. (h) SPS-FC, OA = 97.74. (i) SPS-DC, OA = 98.89. The numerical results refer to the overall classification
accuracies in percent.

TABLE IV

CLASSIFICATION ACCURACIES (%) OF THE UNIVERSITY OF PAVIA IMAGE WITH THE SVM [3], SADL [55], GCK-MLR [34],
MNFL [23], SC-MK [36], JCR-SVM [56], PSPFC [39], SPS-FC, AND SPS-DC METHODS

method based on pixel-level and superpixel-level
classifiers (PSPFC) [39]. Among these compared methods,
the SVM is a pixel-level classifier without considering
the spatial context, while the rest ones are spectral–spatial
classifiers that jointly integrate both the spectral and the
spatial information in HSI. Specifically, the SADL [55]
method introduces one structural dictionary learning
model for the HSI classification, where both spectral
information and spatial context are jointly integrated. The
GCK-MLR [34], MNFL [23], and SC-MK [36] are based on
feature fusion techniques, which combine multiple types of

spectral-spatial features. The JCR-SVM [56] and PSPFC [39]
proposed different decision fusion schemes to integrate
multiple classification results. The parameters in the
GCK-MLR and JCR-SVM are set as the default values.
The important parameters for the MNFL, SC-MK, and
PSPFC methods are tuned to generate the best classification
accuracies for each test image.

Fig. 6 shows the classification maps by different methods for
the University of Pavia image, with 50 samples per class being
used for training, i.e., Mtr = 50. From the visual comparison,
it can be seen that the proposed decision fusion scheme,
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Fig. 7. Classification results for the Indian Pines image with Mtr = 50. Classification maps generated by different compared methods. (a) SVM [3],
OA = 73.36. (b) SADL [55], OA = 88.79. (c) GCK-MLR [34], OA = 91.09. (d) MNFL [23], OA = 91.66. (e) SC-MK [36], OA = 94.95. (f) JCR-SVM [56],
OA = 92.41. (g) PSPFC [39], OA = 94.76. (h) SPS-FC, OA = 96.32. (i) SPS-DC, OA = 97.20. The numerical results refer to the overall classification
accuracies in percent.

TABLE V

CLASSIFICATION ACCURACIES (%) OF THE INDIAN PINES IMAGE WITH THE SVM [3], SADL [55], GCK-MLR [34], MNFL [23],
SC-MK [36], JCR-SVM [56], PSPFC [39], SPS-FC, AND SPS-DC METHODS

TABLE VI

NUMBERS OF SAMPLES IN DIFFERENT CLASSES IN THE HOUSTON

UNIVERSITY IMAGE AND PAVIA CENTER IMAGE

i.e., SPS-DC, generates a better balance in classifying homo-
geneous areas and structural edges. Take the meadows and
bare soil-related areas (related to the second and sixth classes)

for examples, smoother results in the classification map can
be obtained by the SPS-DC than the rest compared methods.
In addition, though the GCK-MLR, SC-MK, and PSPFC meth-
ods perform better than the proposed SPS-FC in the meadows
area (the bottom of the image) from the visual impression,
the higher OA (marked in Fig. 6) obtained by the SPS-
FC indicates a better classification performance in general.
Furthermore, quantitative comparisons in Table IV can confirm
the better discriminative capability of the proposed fusion
schemes, where Ntr is the number of total training samples,
and Nall is the total number of samples in the reference ground
truth. Specifically, the classification accuracies in terms of OA
metric by the SPS-FC and SPS-DC methods are 97.86% and
98.73%, respectively, while the rest compared methods have
the overall accuracies of less than 97%.

Fig. 7 shows the classification maps of the image of
“AVIRIS Indian Pines” by various classification methods.
It can be observed that the SVM presents a very noisy
estimation in the classification map, exposing the drawbacks
of the pixel-level classifiers without incorporating a spatial
prior. In contrast, the SADL, GCK-MLR, and MNFL meth-
ods can yield a smoother visual effect due to the inte-
gration of both the spectral and the spatial information.
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Fig. 8. False-color composite images of (a) Houston University and (b) Pavia Center test data sets.

TABLE VII

CLASSIFICATION ACCURACIES (%) OF THE HOUSTON UNIVERSITY IMAGE WITH THE SVM [3], SADL [55], GCK-MLR [34],
MNFL [23], SC-MK [36], JCR-SVM [56], PSPFC [39], SPS-FC, AND SPS-DC METHODS

TABLE VIII

CLASSIFICATION ACCURACIES (%) OF THE PAVIA CENTER IMAGE WITH THE SVM [3], SADL [55], GCK-MLR [34],
MNFL [23], SC-MK [36], JCR-SVM [56], PSPFC [39], SPS-FC, AND SPS-DC METHODS

However, “pepper and noisy” appearance of varied degrees
in some homogeneous regions is still noticeable. Since this
image mainly consists of large-sized homogeneous regions,
the incorporation of superpixel-based information by both the
SC-MK and PSPFC, and the introduced fusion schemes
present much better classification results than the other com-
pared methods. From the class-by-class accuracies shown
in Table V, it can be concluded that the introduced fusion
schemes dominate the advantages in classifying the majority of
classes (i.e., seven out of ten classes). Furthermore, the better
classification results in terms of OA, AA, and κ indexes
obtained by the introduced fusion schemes demonstrate the
overall superiority.

In addition, another two data sets, “Houston University”
and “ROSIS Pavia Center,” are used to evaluate the perfor-
mance of different compared methods. The composite color
image of these two data sets is shown in Fig. 8, and the
numbers of samples for each class in these two test images
are given in Table VI. From the numerical comparison results

in Tables VII and VIII, it can be seen that the JCR-SVM and
the SPS-DC present the competitive classification performance
when a few training samples are available, i.e., Mtr = 10.
However, the growth of classification accuracies by the
JCR-SVM is limited when more training samples are used,
especially for the Houston University image. When compared
with the rest methods, including the SVM, SADL, GCK-MRL,
MNFL, SC-MK, and PSPFC, the proposed SPS-DC always
present higher classification accuracies. In addition, another
observation is that the SPS-DC always yields a superior
performance than SPS-FC in these two data sets. This is
because the proposed decision fusion scheme, i.e., SPS-DC,
can better take advantage of discriminative properties of three-
level features than the proposed SPS-FC.

E. Comparison of Running Time

In this section, the running time for classifying the Uni-
versity of Pavia image and Indian Pines image by different
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TABLE IX

RUNNING TIME (SECONDS) OF THE PAVIA UNIVERSITY IMAGE AND
INDIAN PINES IMAGE BY THE SVM [3], SADL [55], GCK-MLR [34],

MNFL [23], SC-MK [36], JCR-SVM [56], PSPFC [39], SPS-FC,
AND SPS-DC METHODS

methods with Mtr = 50 is reported in Table IX. All the
programs are executed on a laptop with an Intel Core i5-4258U
and CPU 2.40 GHz on the software platform of MATLAB
R2015a.

From Table IX, it can be noticed that the SPS-DC takes
more time than the SPS-FC. In the proposed SPS-FC method,
one composite kernel is derived from three types of features,
which is then used in the SVM classifier for label assignment.
However, in the decision fusion scheme, each specific feature
is used independently for the estimation of class probabilities,
leading to an increase of computational time. In addition,
the confidence score of each classifier is estimated based on the
classification accuracies of the training samples, again adding
more running time. Therefore, the SPS-FC is always more
computationally efficient than the SPS-DC. It can also be
seen from Table IX that the SADL and JCR-SVM methods
always take more running time than the other compared ones.
The PSPFC introduces a decision fusion rule to combine
classification results by two different classifiers, which is
faster than the proposed SPS-DC but slower than the SPS-FC.
In addition, since the approaches of the GCK-MLR, MNFL,
and SC-MK adopt a similar feature fusion strategy with the
SPS-FC, they present competitive performance in terms of
running time. Though the proposed fusion-based classification
methods are not the most computationally efficient among
the compared methods, they can be effectively accelerated
via parallel processing. This is reasonable since the steps
of extracting different features in the proposed schemes are
independent, and meanwhile, the label assignment based on
different features in the SPS-DC method is also independent.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, novel frameworks to adaptively integrate
the subpixel-, pixel-, and superpixel-based complementary
information are proposed for the HSI classification. Here, both
the feature fusion and decision fusion schemes are considered.
First, the subpixel-level structure feature, pixel-level spectral
mixture feature, and superpixel-level spectral–spatial feature
are extracted, to characterize varying materials from different
aspects. In the feature fusion scheme, three different kernels
that are induced from the considered features are added up
to generate a composite kernel, which is then incorporated

with an SVM classifier to determine the labels. By this way,
each specific feature as well as the cross information between
different features can be exploited to improve the discrimina-
tion capability. In the decision fusion scheme, each feature is
used to estimate the initial class probabilities for each class.
Then, the fusion of class probabilities is guided by the CDCPs
per each pixel and confidence scores of different classifiers,
leading to the final estimation of classification results. With the
introduced decision fusion scheme, three types of available
features are adaptively integrated for higher classification
accuracies. Our experimental results, conducted in four well-
known hyperspectral scenes with different spectral and spatial
resolutions, indicate that the subpixel-level, pixel-level, and
superpixel-level features exhibit great complementarity, which
can be used to obtain competitive classification results with
regard to other state-of-the-art approaches presented in the
literature recently.

Based on the experimental results, one observation is
that the introduced decision fusion scheme, i.e., SPS-DC,
always outperforms the proposed composite-kernel-based fea-
ture fusion way, i.e., SPS-FC. This is due to that the
SPS-DC method exhibits more flexibility to combine different
types of features than the SPS-FC. For the SPS-DC method,
the classification results by using different types of features
can be adaptively combined, according to the estimated class
probabilities and confidence scores of different classifiers. For
the SPS-FC, multiple kernels that are induced from different
features share the same weight when constructing the com-
posite kernel for the SPS-FC. Therefore, one focus of the
future work will be laid on the development of multikernel
learning for more adaptive feature fusion, in order to further
improve classification accuracies. In addition, we will improve
the computational efficiency of the fusion schemes by using
GPU programming and parallel processing.
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